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Abstract
A fast, inexpensive, and accurate method for
differentiating normal (non-malignant) cells from
malignant cells could facilitate diagnosis and subsequently
treatment. Although blood constituents are the current
dominant indicators, we have found that Spectral Power
Densities (SPD) obtained from only 100 s of
measurements of spontaneous ultra-weak photon
emissions (UPE) from cell cultures significantly
differentiated malignant from non-malignant states.
Breast cells were particularly differentiable from nonbreast cells according to their SPD profiles. More critically
the combination of only 3 discrete frequency increment
changes in SPD profiles accurately classified 85% of
malignant breast cells from normal breast cells in culture.
These results confirm results from our mouse
experiments and preliminary observations from our
human measurements that appropriately analyzed and
interpreted SPD from very brief samples of UPE may be a
viable tool for early detection of malignancy.
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Introduction
From an evolutionary perspective all of the energy and
matter that comprise living cells and organisms originated
from the Sun. Consequently the persistence of spontaneous
photon emissions from all living systems should be expected
[1,2]. Since the formulation of “mitogenetic” radiation almost
100 years ago by Gurwitch [3], “spontaneous” or ultra-weak
photon emissions (UPE) have been reported by dozens of
different research groups. Photon emissions have been
measured from bacteria [4], cells [5], hippocampal slices in
which electrophysiological activity has been induced [6], and
even human cerebral activity [7]. The typical photon flux
density is in the order of 10-12 W·m-2 which is equivalent to
about 106 to 107 photons per second per meter squared.

Although there are multiple molecular reactions that can
mediate these biophoton emissions, one major source is
associated with the activity of the plasma cell membrane [8].
Dotta et al. [9], employing Cosic’s [10] resonance recognition
model for molecules demonstrated that specific photon
wavelengths (frequency bands) within the visible range from
mouse melanoma cells were associated with specific
molecular pathways. Inhibiting or facilitating these pathways
chemically decreased or increased wavelength-specific photon
emissions from these cells. Trushin [11] and Fels [12] have
hypothesized that cells, including malignant forms, employ
UPE as a major form of intercellular communication. This is
particularly relevant to cancer research in light of the
experiments by Murugan et al. [13] that demonstrated
massive bursts of photon emissions in malignant cell cultures
following injections of morphine. This compound can
encourage metastases.
We have been pursuing novel techniques for the very early
detection of cancer. Karbowski et al. [14] reported that
differential photon emissions occurred in normal cells when
only 1% of the population contained experimentallyintroduced malignant cells. Simple flux density of photon
emissions is a scalar quantity and might be considered
equivalent to monitoring the amplitude of a conversation in a
group of people. It would not reveal the content of the
conversation. Other techniques, such as spectral power
density (SPD), might reveal differential distributions of the
amplitude modulation of the flux density of photon emissions
within specific increments of the low frequency band often
associated with aggregates of cells. Here we report that the
SPDs of UPE can differentiate malignant and non-malignant
cell lines.

Methods and Materials
A total of 97 daily experiments (“trials”) utilizing 7 different
cell lines were completed over the course of six months. The
following cells were utilized: B16BL6 (murine melanoma),
MDA231 (breast cancer), HBL100 (normal breast), HEK-293T
(Human Embryonic Kidney cells), HSG (Human salivary gland),
HeLa cell line (cervical cancer), and MCF7 (breast cancer). Cell
cultures were maintained in 150 x 20 mm tissue culture plates
in Dulbecco’s Modified Essential Medium accompanied with
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10% fetal bovine serum, 100 μg/ml of streptomycin and 100 U
penicillin/ml. Cells were incubated at 37 Deg C in 5% CO2 and
subcultured 1:5 every 2-3 days. For each experiment
approximately 1 million cells approaching 100% confluence
were measured. Once cells reached confluence they were
removed from incubation and transferred to the biophysics
area.
Less than 2 minutes after removal from incubation a single
plate of ~106 cells was placed over the ~3 cm2 aperture of a
SENS-TECH LTD. Model DM0090C digital photomultiplier tube
(PMT). Typical dark counts of this particular PMT were in the
range of 1500 - 2000 photons per sec. Measurements were
recorded by the system software every 20 msec for 100
seconds. The PMT was located inside a dark box in a darkened
environment (<10-12 W·m-2). The dark box’s inner and outer
surface has been painted black and was covered by 10 layers
(8 cm) of thick cotton cloth.
Spectral analyses for raw photon counts were completed
utilizing SPSS software. All 7 cell types were sampled at 50 Hz
for 5000 points (100 seconds). Raw spectral data was then
computed into 125 0.2 Hz bins (i.e., 0 Hz – 0.2 Hz = BIN1, 0.2 –
0.4 Hz = BIN2, etc.). All subsequent analyses were conducted
utilizing SPSS 22 software. The primary rationale for selecting
SPD as our measurement is that the general profile of photon
emissions remains relatively stable within large ranges of the
numbers of photon counts that can vary from trial to trial and
cell type. Like a human conversation its content does not
change appreciably if the volume is high or relatively low.
Consequently limiting factors associated with different
preparation of cells or the distance of the PMT sensor from
the cell source become less critical.

Results
The grand mean and standard deviations for the raw counts
were 3495 and 1206 photons per sec, respectively. The net
value after subtracting between 1500 and 2000 counts per sec
would reflect the photons generated by the aggregate of cells
directly over the aperture of the photomultiplier unit.
Although there was a trend for more photon emissions from
malignant cells compared to non-malignant cells, the statistical
significance was marginal. In the balance of probabilities this
was due primarily to the marked variability in absolute photon
counts between trials even when the values for the
background (no-cells present) were accommodated. We have
found that day-to-day variations in background photon counts
occurred even when great care was taken to minimize
extraneous light sources before the experiments were
initiated.
Figure 1 displays the means and standard errors of the
mean for the SPD (Spectral Power Density) values for the
photon emissions for all malignant cells (human and mouse) vs
non-malignant cells that exhibited the greatest differentiation.
This figure represents the SPD of the peak ~22.1 Hz
[t(95)=2.48, p<0.01]. All other frequencies peaks were not
statistically significant. As predicted when all of the SPDs were
combined for the two types of cells the malignant cells as a
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population displayed more power within a specific amplitudemodulated band compared to normal cells.

Figure 1 Mean values for the SPD (Spectral Power Densities)
for all non-malignant cells combined and all malignant cells
combined from only 100 s of measurement of UPE. Vertical
bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
Because we have found in previous experiments that
different cell types emit different flux densities of photons
within the same settings, we compared the three types of
human breast cell lines (malignant and normal) and the three
human non-breast cells types. The discriminant function
correctly classified 85% of the cell conditions accurately.
Subset analyses and generalization of the function produced
similar estimates of accuracy. The discriminant function was:
[0.146 (5.6 Hz) + 0.191*(20.6 Hz)-(0.249*22.2 Hz)-0.836]. The
prefix numbers indicate the unstandardized discriminant
function coefficient; the last number indicates the “constant”
for the function. This means that the breast cells, regardless of
level of malignancy as a type of cell displayed enhanced
photon flux spectral density at peaks of 5.6 Hz and 20.6 Hz
with an adjacent diminished around 22.2 Hz (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Means of discriminant score values based upon
only three discrete amplitude peaks in frequency
increments (Δf) of the spectral power densities of photon
emissions for only 100 s from all three human breast cell
lines and all three human non-breast cell lines. Vertical bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3 demonstrates the discriminant scores and the
individual scores for each experiment for the non-malignant
and malignant (human) breast cell lines only. The discriminant
function was: [(0.169*1.2 Hz)-(0.46 (2.6 Hz)-0.30*17 Hz + 0.46
(19.8 Hz) + 0.265]. The numbers preceding the Hz values were
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the unstandardized discriminant function coefficients. The
classification accuracy based upon these three Δf was 85%.
Subset analyses of the data employing this function resulted in
similar magnitudes of correct classification.

Figure 3 Discriminant classification scores derived from only 3 specific bin frequencies of enhanced spectral power density
from only 100 s of photon emissions for the non-malignant and malignant breast cells in culture. The red squares indicate
individual experiments.

Discussion
Living systems have been considered to be the cumulative
aggregate of the energy conversion from solar radiance into
biomolecular structures [1,2]. Recently Dotta et al. [9] who
employed Cosic’s innovative model [10] for the photon energyequivalence of molecular structures showed that specific
signalling pathways within the cells were associated with
discrete wavelengths within the visible range of photons. One
logical extension of this concept is that groups of cells should
emit specific spectral density patterns, reflected by their
amplitude modulations of the flux density or numbers of UPE
that reflect their state and condition. Karbowski et al. [14] had
shown that the presence (by experimental manipulation) of
only 1% malignant cells in an otherwise normal population of
cells enhanced UPE densities.
Previous experiments [5] have focused upon the absolute
numbers of photons and protracted periods. Our approach is
that this would be equivalent to measuring only the loudness
of a group conversation. Spectral power densities would be
more equivalent to discerning the “voice print” or frequency
configuration of specific words and sentences. The advantage
of employing SPDs rather than raw photon counts is that
technical problems of distances from the photon source or
baseline variability of the measurement devices
© Copyright iMedPub

(photomultiplier units) would not dominate the
measurements. As a result very brief sampling (in this case
only 100 s) is required to obtain a reliable indicator of whether
or not the sources of the photons were either malignant or not
according to current definitions of aberrance.
The physiological significance and molecular substrates of
the specific Δf we observed in the present study must still be
established.

Conclusion
We have observed in several other experiments involving
cell culture, mice injected with melanoma cells, and human
beings who are strongly suspected to be in the early stages of
tumor development that a persistent enhancement of SPD
occurs around 21 Hz for sampling rates of 50 Hz (where the
Nyquist Limit is 25 Hz). Interestingly the lower frequency
components of the power amplitude modulation (<2 Hz) even
though they mediate a substantial portion of the total spectral
power rarely differentiate malignant and non-malignant cells.
Considering the relative minimal expense of modern digital
photomultiplier units, the brief sampling durations required,
and the remarkable potential of this technology to discern
early stages of malignancy, we anticipate this method will soon
become the method of choice by future oncologists.
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